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METHODOLOGY
Crude oil refining and production of petroleum products on Russian
refineries (D1).
Content:
Crude oil production volume on Russian large and mini-refineries, gasoline, diesel, gross fuel oil production volume over
the reporting period, year to date, change against previous month, daily average and change against previous month.
Products:
Crude oil refining, gasoline, diesel and gross fuel oil.
Gross fuel oil - the total volume of fuel oil produced on a refinery during the reporting month, including fuel oil that is used
for refinery’s own needs.
Sources of information:
•
•
•

CDU TEK statistical data on crude oil refining volume, gasoline, diesel and fuel oil production on Russian large
and mini-refineries.
Rosstat statistical data on crude oil refining volume, gasoline, diesel and fuel oil production on Russian large and
mini-refineries.
Thomson Reuters Kortes information.

Data structure:
The data is provided in tabular form:
• crude oil refining on Russian refineries,
• gasoline production on Russian refineries,
• diesel production on Russian refineries,
• gross fuel oil production on Russian refineries.
Refining and production volumes are taken from raw statistics over the reporting period and year to date.
Daily average is calculated as the ratio of the figure over the reporting period to the number of calendar days in the
reporting month.
Change to previous month is calculated as the difference between figures in the reporting period and figures of previous
month.
Production volume by companies is calculated as the sum of production volumes of refineries of each company. The
ownership of refineries is indicated in accordance with the official statistics.
The data by federal districts of Russia is calculated as the sum of volumes of production by refineries within each federal
district.
The total data is calculated as the sum of volumes by each federal district.
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Methodology. Crude oil refining and production of petroleum products on Russian refineries (D1 report).

Dimension:
Thousand tonnes.
Periodicity of publication:
Monthly, before the end of month following the reporting month.
Publication form:
The report is provided in xlsx file on four sheets. The data on crude refining is shown on «RNEFmmyy» sheet, gasoline
production data is shown on «RBENmmyy» sheet, diesel production data is shown on «RDIZmmyy» sheet, gross fuel oil
production data is shown on «RMAZmmyy» sheet.
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